
     

Senate Minutes 
 

Meeting attended by: a full list of attendees is available from frances.muscatelli@manchester.ac.uk 

Apologies: Alex Thorpe, Lucy Helas, Louise Harris 

Date: Thursday 10
th
 November 2016 

Time: 18:25-20:00 

Secretary: Frances Muscatelli (FM) 

Agenda Topic #1: Welcome, Quorum and Apologies 

 
Senate Chair Ruth O’Sullivan (RO) opened the meeting by welcoming Senate and audience members. The 
meeting is declared quorate and begins at 18:25.  
 
RO invites Senate members to start with an ice breaker – students introduce themselves. 
 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #2: Explanation of Senate 

 
RO uses a PowerPoint presentation to cover the rules and regulations of the meeting. This covers the agenda, 
rules relating to debate, the warning card system, the use of hand signals, and elections taking place at Senate.  
 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #3: Minutes of Previous Senate 

 
RO presents the minutes of the previous Senate. No one objects or offers corrections so the minutes are 
approved  

Action Items: FM to upload approved minutes to Students’ Union website.  

Agenda Topic #4: State of the Union Report 

 

Naa Acquah (NA) presented the report. 

NA introduces herself and explains the purpose of the State of the Union update. She gives an overview of the 
work of the Union: 

The Union has 84 full time staff members and 300 part-time student staff members. There is Student Voice 
department who run elections and democracy. Activities run societies, media and volunteering. We have a staff 
office which includes many departments: design, comms, venues, HR, finance etc. MAV is a subsidiary company 
the profits of which fund the other activity of the Union. The 8 exec officers sit as Trustees and there are also 3 
student Trustees. 

Successes of the year: We wrote a new strategic plan and have started looking at ways we can improve students’ 
time in Manchester. Some examples include the new Daytrippers group and a brand new education team working 
with Reps. 

Building works: We are extending the Union building which will start on the 28th November. We are building two 
inserts on the back and then will refurbish the building floor by floor. There will be more meeting rooms and a 
dance studio amongst other things. 

Society engagement is up from last year, on track to have 500 societies by the end of the year. 

We won a governance award this year from NCVO and we’re the first SU to ever win this award. 

The Manchester Academy team have also won an award for their venues work. 

Naa congratulated the Voice Team for running the Student Officer elections and having a 43% increase in turn out 
on the previous year. 



     
Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #6: Senate Rep Elections 

 
RO explained the representative roles and how the election will work. 
 
There are no candidates for Student Carer Rep and Part-Time Student Rep. 
 
Student Parent Rep:  
RO invited the candidates to the front but as none were present she read out their statements if they had 
submitted one. 
 
Living at Home Rep: 
RO invited the candidates to the front but as none were present she read out their statements if they had 
submitted one. 
 
Mature Students Elections: 
RO invited the candidates to the front. Matthew Sanderson (MS) was the only candidate present and made a 
statement. The others were not present so their statements were read out by RO. 
 
Distance Learner Rep: 
None of the candidates were present although Jonathan L Ajah (JLA) was watching the live stream. RO read 
out the candidate’s statements. 
 
Students’ Union (SU) staff member/Deputy Returning Officer Fran Muscatelli (FM) explained how to vote using 
the Mi-Voice online platform and how Single Transferrable Voting works.  
 
Voting members of Senate are given ten minutes to cast their votes. 
 
The winners are announced: 
 
Student Parent: Martin Jordanov 
Mature Student: Matthew Sanderson 
Distance-Learner Student: Jonathan Ajah 
Off-Campus Student: Lucy Sutton 

 

Action Items: FM to let successful candidates know and invite to future meetings. 

Agenda Topic #7: Policy Proposals 

 

Senate move to discussing policy proposals.  

1. The Students’ Union should Lobby the University to Provide Free Microsoft Office 365 for all 

students. 

 

Gabriel is invited to present his idea. He isn’t present so Naa Acquah (NA) volunteers to introduce the idea. NA 

reads out the policy proposal. NA tells Senate about the ‘What’s the Cost’ campaign and argues that the idea fits 

with other policies which aim to reduce university course costs for students. 

Activities and Development Officer Tamara O’Neill asks if any other Universities do this. NA explains that there a 

number of institutions which pay for students’ Microsoft Office costs. 

Faculty Officer Leigh Johnson argues that the software should only be given to students who cannot afford it.  

Disabled Students Officer, Rianne Desouza clarifies that disabled students do not automatically receive this 



     
software.  

Mature Student Senate Rep Matthew Sanderson points out that based on a quick online search the cost of 

Microsoft Office may be cheaper than mentioned in the policy. A member of the Education Committee explains 

that there are free versions available. 

Diversity Officer Ilyas Nagdee states that other universities are now providing Microsoft Office without lobbying 

from students.  

Trans Students’ Officer Laura Allman (LA) points out free versions can be cumbersome for students because of 

compatibility issues.  

NA sums up, says that we may as well lobby for it as the Uni may be willing to do it and it would be very useful for 

many students. 

Senate votes and the policy passes with: 43 votes For, 2 Against and 2 Abstentions. 

 

2. The Students’ Union should engage in Exit interviews for PhDs 

 

The submitter, Michael Lee is not present but has sent a nominee, Chryssa Zerva (CZ) to present it. 

 

CZ explains that many PhD students drop out of their studies and the reasons are unclear, but it seems like it is 

often due to lack of support. CZ argues that exit interviews or written questionnaires would be a way to check in 

with students who are leaving so that schools can improve the system and better support students. PhD student 

also often teach so better support would have widespread benefits.  

 

A member of the Community Committee asks if students who drop out are asked this information via email. CZ 

clarifies they are not. 

 

Distance Learner Senate Rep asks via staff member Lisa Tighe (LT) whether this should be compulsory. CZ 

clarifies it would be optional. 

 

Women Students’ Officer Rosa Gane asks why this is just for PhD students. CZ clarifies that it already happens 

for undergraduates. 

 

Trans Students’ Officer, Laura Allman asks if face to face interviews it would be opt in or opt out. CZ clarifies they 

would be invited but attendance wouldn’t be compulsory. 

 

Voting opens and the policy passes with 46 votes For, 0 Against and 2 Abstentions. 

 

3. Advocate open discussion around organ donation. Lobby the University to include a form for 

students to opt to join the organ donation register as part of student registration. 

 

Campaigns Officer Sorcha Floyd (SF) presents the policy as the student who wrote it is not present. 

 

SF explains that earlier today she attended a talk by someone who received a heart transplant. In Wales organ 

donation is opt-out and Manchester is home to a number of strong campaigns in favour of organ donation so it is 

fitting. 

 

Community Officer Saffa Mir (SM) asks a how the SU could balance an ‘open discussion’ with lobbying for 



     
encouraging students to opt in via student registration. SF is unsure as she is not the policy writer. 

 

Ilyas Nagdee (IN) suggests a procedural motion to split the policy. 

 

IN comes to the front and presents a proposal to spilt the policy in two, so that 1. Is about open discussion and 2. 

Is about opting in to organ donation. He is concerned that the University will reject the second half but the first the 

SU could easily do. Senate votes by hand to split the policy into two halves. 

 

RO asks if anyone would like to speak for the first half. Distance Learner Rep Jonathan Ajah asks how 

encouraging conversation about organ donation will affect international students who live in countries where organ 

donation isn’t allowed. 

 

SF suggests that the student Organ Donation Society could work on this but perhaps it’s something that is more 

relevant in UK. A member of the panel suggests this would be a good opportunity to educate international 

students. 

 

Laura Allman is concerned that the policy wording ‘open discussion’ is too vague. SF responds by saying that it’s 

open to interpretation so that different things could happen e.g. a panel/talk.  LA suggests someone needs to be 

assigned to take action. 

 

A member of the Education Committee suggests that live-streaming could make discussions more accessible. 

RO clarifies that it isn’t necessary for these kinds of details to be written into policy. 

Voting opens on the first half of the policy. 

 

The policy passes with 39 votes For, 4 Against, 5 Abstentions.  

 

Discussion is opened about the second part of the policy about student opting to be on the register when they 

register at the start of the year. 

 

A member of the Activities Committee is concerned that new students may register in confusion, believing that 

they have to fill in everything. Wellbeing Office Izzy Gurbuz clarifies that the way students are registered could be 

clarified after the policy is passed. 

 

Distance Learner Jonathan Ajah points out that in developing countries organ donation is linked to trafficking and 

international students may be more at risk when they return home. 

 

Jenni Smyth asks if the policy could be taken back to the person who submitted it and re-worded for clarification. 

 

Senate votes by hand in favour of sending the policy back. 

 

4. Should NUS conduct and publish a risk assessment and equality impact assessment before 

finalising the NSS boycott/sabotage action? 

 

Naa Acquah (NA) explains NUS conference and how the policy regarding the NSS boycott was passed earlier this 

year. NA explains the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) and the problems with it – for example it could lead 

to a rise in tuition fees. Education Officer Emma Atkins clarifies some issues with the TEF. 

 

NA explains why the NSS boycott could be a useful tactic, she explains that some student groups believe that the 

NSS boycott is a good idea because it’s the only way students can impact on the TEF metrics. Other Students’ 

Unions believe that the NSS is a useful tool and so would not want to sabotage it. 



     
 

A national ballot has been called for the NUS to undertake a risk assessment of a boycott/sabotage of NSS. All 

SUs affiliated with the National Union of Students get to vote. NA explains that as we are the largest SU our vote 

is heavily weighted accordingly. 

 

A member of the Community Committee asks how the TEF will affect international students. NA clarifies that the 

TEF currently won’t affect international students as Universities already set their own fees for these students but 

that it could lead to a situation where only a selection of universities are allowed to recruit from abroad. 

 

LA asks whether is the risk assessment would negatively affect the boycott. NA clarifies that the ballot wouldn’t 

prevent any Union from doing the boycott. 

 

LA asks whether this could take too long and not be completed in time for the boycott to actually be carried out. 

NA admits this is a risk and that it is projected to cost £10,000. 

 

Ilyas Nagdee (IN) speaks against the quality impact assessment. He argues that it costs too much and the money 

could be spent more effectively. IN argues that we need to undertake individual assessments because our 

organisations are so different. He argues that a risk assessment is inappropriate. IN argues that we should instead 

be lobbying the Government to undertake a risk assessment for the TEF. He points out that institutions can 

already opt out if they want to so small unions are not being pressured into it. IN points out that it’s equal pay day 

and that rising fees will negatively impact BME people and Women. 

 

Mature Student Rep Matthew Sanderson speaks in favour of the risk assessment because the SU should always 

be assessing their actions. 

 

BME Students’ Officer Deej Lashley-Johnson (DLJ) points out that there is nothing stopping us from carrying out 

our own assessment. DLJ argues that a NSS boycott is the only way students can build an effective movement 

against the TEF and that this ballot and assessment is actually a stalling mechanism. 

 

NA sums up that it is very complicated and not exciting but that our vote is very important and that we are a 

Russell Group University which is privileged and that funding cuts won’t really affect us but other Unions will be. 

 

Voting opens and the policy fails with 10 votes For, 27 Against and 10 Abstentions. 

 

Actions: FM to update policy and relevant Bye-Laws 

Next meeting: Thursday 8
th
 December 2016; 18:30 Council Chambers 

 

 

 


